
THE ESSENCE OF HUMAN NATURE

Human nature is a bundle of characteristics, including ways of thinking, feeling, and acting, which humans are said to
have naturally. The term is often regarded as capturing what it is to be human, or the essence of humanity.

Prominent critics of the concept â€” David L. Nevertheless, the task may not be beyond us. His point is only
that we must have some ability to describe important human characteristics that people of different races,
ethnicities, sexes, and nationalities share in roughly the same measure. A man cheats on his wife. Many of the
most contentious debates between evolutionary psychologists and their critics, for example, tend to centre on
whether certain, seemingly universal or near-universal , traits can be best explained by evolutionary processes
or not. The first is "spiritual, Biblical, and theistic", whereas the second is "natural, cosmical, and
anti-theistic". This, however, is easier said than done. In other words, nature itself or a nature-creating divinity
has intentions and goals, similar somehow to human intentions and goals, and one of those goals is humanity
living naturally. Instead, it is enough that these properties are shared by most humans, as a result of the
evolution of their species â€” they "need to be typical". By this account, human nature really causes humans to
become what they become, and so it exists somehow independently of individuals. Machery discusses two in
his paper. Sumner finds such human nature to be universal: in all people, in all places, and in all stations in
society. Likewise, to become a fully actualized human being including fully actualizing the mind is our end.
Nevertheless, Hull does not perceive this to be a fundamental for human rights, because people can choose to
continue respecting human rights even without sharing the same human nature. Thus, human nature cannot be
the underlying cause of these properties and accordingly cannot fulfill its causal explanatory role. A civilized
human is therefore not only imbalanced and unhappy because of the mismatch between civilized life and
human nature, but unlike Hobbes, Rousseau also became well known for the suggestion that primitive humans
had been happier, " noble savages ". It is clear from the works of his students Plato and Xenophon , and also
by what was said about him by Aristotle Plato's student , that Socrates was a rationalist and believed that the
best life and the life most suited to human nature involved reasoning. Habermas, however, must be aiming at
public policy. Still more recent scientific perspectivesâ€”such as behaviorism , determinism , and the chemical
model within modern psychiatry and psychology â€”claim to be neutral regarding human nature. These
properties are also usually considered as distinctive of human beings. However, there are some "basic
assertions" in all "biblical anthropology". Subscribe to the newsletter. The basis of liberal democracy ,
Habermas rightfully claims, is the symmetrical and independent mutual recognition among free, equal and
autonomous persons. We do not need to have a full theory of human nature in order to have moral concerns
about changing it. Ramsey underlines the patterns behind these possible routes by delving into the causes of
these life histories. Rather, it is the relationship of each person to his or her own nature that Sandel and
Habermas are concerned about. They constitute our nature as human beings. If you thought you knew what
humans were like, then think again. Fukuyama is aware of this danger, and he takes pains to emphasize that
traits vary greatly and that gene-environment interactions can shift the entire range of traits over time. James
Madison foresaw this problem when writing Federalist  On the other hand, "folk", neo-Aristotelian
conceptions of human nature seem to have normative implications, but they have no basis in scientific
research. Tweet We hear the term bandied about all the time. Machery responds to this by arguing that the
concept of human nature has played many roles in human history and although the nomological concept fails
to fulfil some of those roles, it does fulfil others. There is a terrible tendency to assume that every trait or
property that is shared by the majority of humans must have its origins in our evolutionary history â€” i. The
properties endowed upon humans by the nomological account do not distinguish humans from other animals
or define what it is to be human. Bacon sometimes wrote as if he accepted the traditional four causes "It is a
correct position that "true knowledge is knowledge by causes". Indeed, one of the most vigorous defenders of
evolution â€” Richard Dawkins â€” starts his book-length defence of the truth of evolution with a chapter
outlining its anti-essentialism. For instance, on this view, linguistic behaviour is not part of human nature, but
the cognitive mechanisms underpinning linguistic behaviour might count as part of human nature. I found it
very intriguing in Related Documents Essay A Simple Nature Of Nature For Humans A simple fact of nature
for humans is their desire to compete and win, the true can be said for minority and majority groups.


